AFFIDAVIT FOR LOST/DESTROYED CERTIFICATE

In accordance with Rule 186C of the Rules and Regulations of The American Miniature Horse Association, I, ____________________________________ hereby certify that the original registration certificate for the following horse:

Complete Registered Name                          Registration Number

has either been lost or have been totally destroyed. I have no knowledge whatsoever of the location or possible location of the original certificate or any remains or portions of the original certificate;

I have made a reasonable and diligent search for the lost certificate or any remains or portions of the original certificate;

I understand that the issuance of a duplicate certificate of registration voids the original certificate, and should it be found, it must immediately be surrendered to AMHA.

I also understand that any false statements furnished to the AMHA as a basis for any action by the AMHA with respect to any horse is a violation of Rule 139 of the Rules and Regulations of AMHA, which violation likely would subject me to penalties under the Disciplinary Procedures of AMHA.

Signature of Owner(s) of Record                    Date

Signature of Owner(s) of Record                    Date

In addition to this form, please submit the duplicate fee of twenty dollars ($20.00), and four (4) photographs according to AMHA requirements.

If status change to Permanent is being processed the duplicate fee does not apply. The fee for Permanent status does apply and the following height certification must be completed.

I/We certify that the above named horse was measured on the ______day of __________, 20___ and that the height of the horse was ______ inches on that date.

Signature of Current Owner                          Date